
High Street Signature Types
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Implementing strategies for a town based on its signature protects a town from loss 
of footfall.

Springboard has led a ground breaking two year project to future proof town 
centres, backed by £1 million funding from Innovate, the government’s Innovation 
Agency.  The purpose of the project is to better understand how town centres are 
used, in order to maximise their trading potential and to co-exist profitably with 
online retailing and thrive in the age of the internet.  

Manchester Metropolitan and Cardiff Universities have interrogated Springboard’s 
footfall data from 200 high streets across the UK to understand the usage of towns 
and cities, and have identified that towns have different “signatures” which reflect 
that towns are used differently by visitors. 

Ground breaking research 
identifies that high streets 
have different “signatures” 
based on how they are 
used by visitors.

Once a town’s signature is identified, then it is the fundamental evidence needed to 
make sensible decisions about strategy, planning or investment. The signature 
represents how the catchment use the town, so management and development 
decisions need to be congruent with this new demand-side indicator.  The rationale 
for this is that footfall in towns with a discernible signature fell by -1.8% over two 
years whilst footfall in towns without a discernible signature fell by -3.8% over two 
years.

According to this new research only 1 in 4 centres are now used primarily as major 
shopping destinations, and so most towns should not try to simply be bigger and 
offer more retailing, but focus on strengthening other aspects of their offer.  By 
strengthening its “signature” a town offers clearer and more cohesive offer for 
consumers which makes a town more attractive.



• Wide range of retail choice
• Strong retail anchor(s)
• Large catchment area
• Accessible by choice of means of transport
• Management and marketing focused on 

competing with other comparison towns

Town Signature Types

• Offer experiences to tourists and day trippers
• Anchor is often natural (seaside, countryside)
• May poorly serve local catchment
• Management and marketing focused on attracting 

visitors, but could they offer more to catchment?
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• Offer something unique and special
• Anchor not retail (e.g. heritage)
• Attract visitors but serve local population
• Have longer dwell time
• Management and marketing focused on 

protecting and promoting identity and positioning

Small Multi-functional
• Anchor is ordinary/everyday - work, public transport, groceries
• Frequently visited by local, mainly resident, catchment
• Management and marketing focused on improving access, 

reliability, connectivity and widening diversity of linked trips 

Large multi-functional
• Offer large scale convenient mix of retail, services, events, and 

employment 
• Anchors are major employers, universities as well as retail
• Management and marketing focused on improving access, 

inward investment, service enhancement, linked trips

Town Signature Types

SPECIALITY TOWNS MULTIFUNCTIONAL TOWNS
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Get more unrivalled retail intelligence at 
www.spring-board.info
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